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ANNIE BREES (INTRO)
Welcome to Balance365 Life Radio, a podcast that delivers honest conversations about food,
fitness, weight, and wellness. I'm your host Annie Brees along with co-founder Jennifer
Campbell. Together we have a team of personal trainers and nutritionists who coach 1000s of
women daily and are on a mission to help women feel happy, healthy, and confident in their
bodies on their own terms. Join us here every week as we discuss hot topics pertaining to our
physical, mental, and emotional well-being with amazing guests. Enjoy.

ANNIE
If you didn't know, every week, Jen and I go live in our private Facebook group and answer your
questions. This week, we're bringing back Q&A to our podcast listeners. On today's podcast
episode, we are going to be answering four questions from our audience. Number one, what to
do in situations where you feel full but not satisfied. Two, how to handle cravings and bingeing
during your period. Three, what are some ways to become more consistent without obsessively
tracking? And four, how do you tackle obligation eating around the holidays? I don't want to eat
more. But I don't want to offend anyone. If you want to ask us a question live, you have to find
our private women's only Facebook group called "Weight Loss Without Restriction," and we will
link it in our show notes. Enjoy.

ANNIE
Good morning, Jen.

JEN CAMPBELL
Good morning.

ANNIE
Look at our fiddley figs -

JEN
Yeah.

ANNIE
- in the background.

JEN
Mine's doing well. How's yours doing?

ANNIE
Mmm...



JEN
Is it healthy?

ANNIE
Well, I think if I...It's starting to get a little bigger down here. I don't know what's going on.

JEN
Don't they drop bottom leaves off? Isn't that a thing as they grow taller?

ANNIE
Yeah, they do. But I also got a moisture meter. And for a few weeks there, she was consistently
too moisturized, too much - too much water.

JEN
Overwatered. Yeah, that's not a problem in this household. Or...Like, "Oh, that's looking a little
dusty. Better put some water in there."

ANNIE
I did get some really great plant advice, though, a few months ago, from this woman in the plant
shop. And she said if you're having an impulse to care for your plants on a weekly basis, you
know, because she was like, it oftentimes becomes routine, like Sunday morning are my plant
time. And she said, but if you have a plant that doesn't need watering on a weekly basis, she
said you could dust their leaves.

JEN
Oh, just make that part of your routine.

ANNIE
Yes, because that helps them bring in vitamins and nutrients from sunlight. And it can still
contribute to the, like I gave this plant some attention without damaging it.

JEN
That's so sweet.

ANNIE
Yeah, it's part of my ritual, my Sunday ritual. But anyways, that's not what we're here to talk
about. Although we could talk about plants, I'm sure for a very long time. We are here answering
your questions. We ask for your questions on Wednesday. We come and answer them live on
Thursdays.

JEN
You know what? I was watching this old clip of Sarah Jessica Parker on the Conan O'Brien
show. It just came on my Facebook feed the other night. And Chris Farley interrupts the



interview and picks her up and carries her out of the studio. And you know, it's like everyone's
laughing. It's this hilarious thing. But Chris Farley, like the energy of that man. I was like, "I want
some of that. I'm gonna take that to our next Facebook Live."

ANNIE
Okay, so you're here embodying Chris Farley on Conan O'Brien? Circa - what? [Laughs]

JEN
Yeah, let's get this going!

ANNIE
[Laughs] Okay. [Laughs] Alright. I can't wait to screen screencapture that.

BOTH
[Laugh]

ANNIE
Okay, so, first question is about a case of the Mondays, right?

JEN
Yes.

ANNIE
How do you stop perpetually starting over every single Monday?

JEN
Or telling yourself, "It's fine. I'll start again on Monday."

ANNIE
Mm-hmm.

JEN
All...I can share my perspective and then I think Annie will have a really valuable perspective
because she is famous for starting on Monday.

ANNIE
[Laughs]

JEN
I think that these are just thoughts and I think that on one hand if you've, you know had a very -
if you're doing that restrict binge thing, restrict all week, binge all weekend. You know, by the
weekend you're having those thoughts because you're just exhausted, you're mentally and
physically exhausted from restrict and you need to let loose by the weekend, right? So then
you'll start again on Monday. And so I would just examine what you're doing during the week



that has you wanting to do that on the weekend. And then I will also say that it often is just, it
could also just be a habit. And you, it might be uncomfortable to take imperfect action. So rather
than starting again on Monday, you can think, "No, we're not doing that anymore. We are - every
day is an opportunity to make small choices that benefit me and lead to me becoming the
woman I say I want to be. And all those choices matter. There's no reset button there." So we
don't just go in a circle and start again and start again. Well, you do do that if you continue to
make that choice, but at some point if you want a life that's forward-moving, you've got to make
forward-moving decisions on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday as well. And I'm not talking about
perfection. I'm talking about those little choices. Yeah.

ANNIE
Yeah I think those are great suggestions. I would also say when that thought comes up, "I'll start
on Monday, I'll start on the first of the month, I'm going to start over tomorrow," whatever it is, to
pause and tell yourself the truth.

JEN
Yeah. Ooh, I love truth-telling.

ANNIE
If you told your - you don't have to, like share it with anyone else. But if you were radically
honest with yourself in that moment, I bet your response to that thought would be like,
"Bullsh**." You're not going to start over Monday, you're not going to start on the first of the
month, you're not going to start over tomorrow, you know this, because how many times have
you said, "I'm going to start over Monday," and then Monday comes and goes and you're like, "I
didn't do it." And every time you do that, you almost conditioned yourself to not believe yourself
when you say, "I'm going to start over Monday, or I'm going to start on Monday." And so as Jen
was saying a chance to think differently, more intentionally, would be to call yourself on your
own BS. Like me, that's not true. You've said that 1000 times, you can start right now. You can
get right back on track at your next meal.

JEN
Yeah, and sometimes we just have to do things to break these cycles, like, do things even when
it's uncomfortable to do these things, even when you have thoughts screaming at you. Like,
that's not enough. So I might decide, you know, my kind of like inner operating system might be,
we restrict all week. We binge on the weekend, we do our workouts during the week, we don't
lift a muscle during Saturday and Sunday. Why would we do that? We're just eating and why
would we work out when we're just doing all that eating? And like, you just try doing one thing to
break that cycle, even when your thoughts are saying, telling you to do something different. So
for me, that might be okay, maybe like, regularly, I have a 45-minute workout a few times a
week, Monday to Friday, but Saturday I can go, I can go walk on the treadmill for 20 minutes, or
whatever. Like just these little all-or-something actions that as James Clear author of "Atomic
Habits" would say are a vote for the person you want to become rather than continuing to vote
for the person you don't want to become, or you say you don't want to be. Because ultimately
we become what our day-to-day actions are.



ANNIE
Yeah.

JEN
And often the actions have to change before the brain gets there. Right? So many people are
waiting for the brain to get there. Okay, well, when that's comfortable, when I feel - when I want
to do that, when I get up in the morning and I feel motivated, then it will feel right to take those
actions. But actually, the actions can be what start to firm up those thoughts.

ANNIE
Yeah. And I mean, you don't have to take our word for it, we have hundreds of women in
Balance365 that are losing weight sustainably that didn't get that result through perfection.

JEN
Yeah.

ANNIE
Or through perpetually starting over Monday. So we're pushing off, taking action, until Monday
with small changes.

JEN
I have a daily movement commitment. And yesterday it was end of the day and I did not, I hadn't
done anything that day. I'd had a pretty sedentary you know desk job working day. And I was
tired and it was like 9:30, and, you know, I could have just sunk into bed and watched TV, and
that would have been okay. And that is everything, all of my thoughts were telling me to go
there. But I also had this other thought of like, "Hey, you made a daily commitment, and it
doesn't matter what it is. Do something. Do something. So you can check that box, so that you
can become that person who will just do something." So I took, I actually took 10 minutes and
did a little bodyweight workout while the TV was on and knew it was just going to be something,
then that 10 minutes actually rolled into 20 minutes, because by the time I would warmed up
and had 10 minutes, I thought I could keep going. And so it's just understanding that, you know,
I came - it's choice, it's you come to that point fork in the road. And I know I could get into bed
and not worry about this commitment and say, "Screw it." And I'm headed in that direction
towards the person I've said I don't want to become. Sorry, I'm getting -I'm getting passionate.
Chris Farley -

ANNIE
Chris Farley. [Laughs]

JEN
[Laughs] [Yelling] But instead, I chose that way!

BOTH



[Laugh]

JEN
I chose that way. And it didn't have to be an hour-long workout. It just, it was just do something,
just do some version of what you committed to other nights. It's been, look - 10 squats, just do
10 squats before you get into bed. And I've done it. And it's just that doing that one thing
towards who I want to become.

ANNIE
Love it. So great. Okay, next question. What do you do when you feel full, but not satisfied?

JEN
I stop eating, and I wait until I get hungry again. Then I eat again. That's what I personally do.
What do you do, Annie?

ANNIE
Well, I think I've talked about this before, as a woman who consistently overate and ate until I
was stuffed. Eating until I was full was very confusing to me. I actually confused it with still being
hungry. Like there's still some, there's still some room there -

JEN
I could stuff a little more in. [Laughs]

ANNIE
Because like, I could have like a few more bites, right? Because I wasn't like filled to max
capacity. And so I think there's, I'm curious if maybe there's some of that. But also, what would
you need, considering what you would need to feel satisfied. And sometimes I know that we've
talked about this after a week of vacation. Actually, what I need to feel satisfied are some frickin
vegetables.

JEN
Yeah, or a couple of drinks, eating out a little too often, you start to crave.

ANNIE
Yeah. Or if I've been traveling on the road, and I'm kind of doing the like, protein shake, gas
station, sort of grab and go type of food. To feel satisfied, I want something like warm and heavy.
And so I think it's absolutely okay to honor what you need to feel satisfied. And as we've talked
about this many times before, it does need to be both psychologically and physically satisfying
right? Your food intake does, but really clearly identifying what do you need to feel satisfied, and
then why not wait until you're hungry? And so you can really fully enjoy it without getting to that
point of, "I wanted something warm, I'm already full, and instead of eating something warm
when I'm full and getting overstuffed and like I just want to take a nap on the couch and I can't
enjoy the rest of my day." Put it in your next meal.



JEN
Mm-hmm. Our members, we kind of, we have a hunger satiety scale in Balance365 inside of our
program and there's different degrees of full right? There's like, I feel neutral, so not hungry. Not
full. Then there's, I feel satisfied. I could get up and go for a walk from this. And then there's full,
like you are full, and then there's over full, like you have, like, it's like thinking of a garbage can,
like when you'd like just want to stuff the garbage in before you tie up the bag -

ANNIE
That was me.

JEN
You go to tie up the bag and it's like, you're just trying to - yeah.

ANNIE
That was me consistently for many years. [Laughs]

JEN
Versus a garbage that you filled to, you know 80% full, tied it up, throw it in the trash, right? So
this is what I'm envisioning, as I think of us filling ourselves up. And some people are just, they, I
actually coached someone yesterday who talked about that overstuffed feeling is very
comforting for her. It's very, it's like, you know she'd been in your previous experience in life. She
had, you know, been on diets for a very long time. At one time in her life, she experienced food
insecurity. So food represents a lot for her. And she's developed this sort of attachment to being
full, to being overfull. And I have also experienced this as a dieter who would make myself - and
like intermittent fasting where you - I would make myself go hungry for long periods of time. And
so for me, too, it was like I was scared of not being full, I felt unsafe when I wasn't full. And so
it's understanding for me it was cognitively understanding that when I overeat, I'm not, it's not
about the food anymore, it is about the safety. So it's about moving towards that feeling. And as
I was able to see that about myself, I was able to start detaching from the behavior, taking me to
safety and understanding that, "Hey, I can take me to safety." The behavior was the bridge
towards safety. And I could find other bridges, I could tell myself, I could self soothe right? With
talk like, "You are safe, you are safe. Food is always going to be available for you." And that is
how I have personally been able to stop using overfilling myself as a way to feel safe. Yes.

ANNIE
Yeah. Beautiful. I think that's great. Nailed it. Okay, cravings, or bingeing during your period, I
find that I'm always great the week or two after but the week before my period. It's a whole
different story.

JEN
Yeah, so I have come to learn, I think, that there can be many different layers to this. And if we
were to talk about again, feeling physically satisfied versus psychologically satisfied, which, if
you hang around here long enough, you'll see that Annie and I talk about that a lot. And one
thing that I think is very helpful for women to understand about themselves is that when they are



like premenstrual, when they're in their luteal phase of their periods, you know, usually about the
week before you get your period, your energy requirements increase, I think it's 90 to 300
calories per day. And that's because your body's doing a big job every month. So when your
cravings or even hunger increase, there might be a good reason for that. And that's because,
your energy requirements have changed, have increased. So, think about it, like going for a run.
Right? If you go for a run one day, your energy requirements increase, but there's stuff going on
inside that make your energy requirements increase. And so trying to fight that, you know, or
trying to, especially if you're a restrictive dieter and you're trying to white knuckle it through, it's
going to feel even more intense during that week of the month for those who have a menstrual
cycle. But then the other layer, I think, is like the psychological side of, you know, hormonal
shifts, right? And actually having - so that's physical hunger over here. But then I think our
emotional hunger can increase during that time of the month. I don't know about you, but hen
I'm in the first few days of my period, I'm just like, mad. [Laughs] I'm just like, every month -
comes around every month, but every month, I'm like, "I frickin' hate this." And my emotional
hunger increases. And so with that, it's like, acknowledging that you're not physically hungry,
that you're emotionally hungry. And then I just feed myself a bunch of thoughts of like, you know,
like my efforts increase in that time of the month. And that, just that is very similar to the work
that we often talk about of going, you know, if that's not okay with you, and me personally, it may
be a little bit more emotional eating at that time of the month is okay, but not a lot. That's just not
okay with me. It is learning to visit my own thoughts, talk myself through them and tell myself the
truth.

ANNIE
I just coached a member on this in the last month or two and what she came to for a solution
was to have a good, better, best plan.

JEN
Mm-hmm. That's awesome.

ANNIE
And - cuz she knew, she could see this pattern every month. And she also acknowledged like
you Jen, that if I engage in a case of the screw it's for the week my period is here, or four days
or whatever, like leading up to or whatever I'm really like experiencing, you know, menstrual
cramps or back pain or headaches or fatigue or whatnot. I am going to completely, I could
potentially derail, you know, my work, my efforts throughout the month because it could be
pretty easy to negate a deficit, you know, with a week of eating, and she came up with a good,
better, best plan where it wasn't maybe what she was doing the other three weeks of the year or
three weeks of the month, but it was like, this would be better than just complete abandonment.

JEN
Yeah, there's a middle ground here. Yes.

ANNIE
Yeah. Which I think is great. And that's, you know, that can be so person-specific.



JEN
Yeah, I think for me, too, another strategy that can work really well is just really acknowledging
what I want. Because I think when we have these cravings, sometimes we can let that craving
pass, we can ride the wave, as Josh Hillis would say, and sometimes it's still there, you know,
it's there, and it keeps popping up. And for me, that's when I'm going, "Okay, time to, like,
indulge this craving, which is fine. I'm a human being, human beings have cravings." And for
me, if I'm having some, like, I really, say, let's say a blizzard, because I'm an ice cream person, I
will just have one. Or I might wait till I get hungry, and have one literally for a meal. Might go get
one for lunch. Maybe I'll do that today. Now that I think about it. [Laughs] I'm at the tail end of my
period.

ANNIE
The power of suggestion. [Laughs]

JEN
Yes, the power of suggestion.

ANNIE
Self-suggestion. [Laughs]

JEN
I'll just have it and I'll have it for a meal. And this works wonderfully. And it is actually a, it's a
recommended childhood feeding technique, is to, if you see your child craving something,
hoarding, sweets sneaking. Just offer that to them, and let them have at it. Don't try and pair it
with something, don't - just once in a while, let your kid sit down with a plate of cookies and eat
as much as they want. And so I find this works really well for me as a strategy. And initially,
when I started doing it, it was like I would overeat, right? It was like, "Oh my god, am I actually
doing this? Oh my god, I can have as much of this as I want." But once you learn to trust
yourself that you are going to regularly have opportunities to have that food you want, then you
actually start eating just a satisfying amount. Yeah, so I can, so that's another thing I would think
about doing is just plan it, plan on having it. Hey, when I'm, when I'm about to get my period, I
really want ice cream. So you know what? I'm gonna have ice cream for supper one night. And
that's okay.

ANNIE
That is revolutionary, isn't it?

JEN
Yeah.

ANNIE
I love it. Okay. Next question. What are some ways to do better or be more mindful to improve
consistency without getting obsessive about tracking?



JEN
I thought this was such an interesting question. And I thought, the first thought I had when I read
this was, there's a big spectrum of accountability. That might involve some tracking that like, you
know, can you track and not be obsessive about it was my question. Because tracking can be a
very powerful accountability tool. And I'm not talking, I'm talking any kind of tracking, not just
super granular macro tracking, which is something I used to engage in is macro counting. And
so I understand that that can feel obsessive, that can feel tedious and anxiety-provoking. But
there's a whole spectrum of tracking that you can use, you can food journal, right? We have the
core four journal for our members. And you can track your habits with a habit tracker. There's
lots of different ways you can track. The question, though, is why do you get obsessive about all
of these methods? Right? So somebody can obsess over habit tracking, somebody can obsess
over food journaling. I coached somebody yesterday who was using the core four journal and
really struggling to not obsess over it. And so that's a mindset issue, I would say. And so often
we have these feelings around certain tools that we can use to improve our life. And the tool is
the tool. The tool is neutral. Food journaling is neutral, is the thoughts that you have about
journaling that make it obsessive. So, I'm curious if this person could see that, like, they are the
issue.

ANNIE
Yeah.

JEN
Which means they can also be the solution.

ANNIE
Yeah, and I would also offer, and maybe this is true, but do you need to track to improve
consistency?

JEN
Yeah, that's another good question.

ANNIE
There are ways, if you don't want to track, you don't like tracking, you're not interested in
tracking, you're not emotionally ready to manage the thoughts that could come with tracking,
there are ways to improve consistency or support consistency, that don't include tracking and
that could be like an accountability buddy, or looking, investigating, why am I not consistent?
And then removing the barriers or the obstacles that are getting in the way of you doing the
thing that you said you were going to do. So you don't have to track to be consistent. I don't
track my workouts, I'm still very consistent with them.

JEN
Yesterday we had a member spotlight in our in our community, like in our members-only
community, and we shared a member, her name is Jessica and she's lost 20 pounds. And so



once a month, what we do inside of our members-only community is we feature a member
who's doing well, has having great success, and she gets very detailed and how she found
success for other, you know, newer members even to read. And one thing she talked about in
her testimony and experience was that tracking is not for her, it is not for her, and she's really
owned that. And so for her it's just a whole awareness and mindfulness and commitment to
practice these skills, these habits without writing anything down. And that has worked for her.
But I just want to say that that doesn't work for everybody. I personally find that my my life can
feel too chaotic sometimes to just be like, okay, you know, you say you're going to just do this
thing, but you're probably not going to do it unless there's an extra layer there that you have to
be accountable to. But that's, I think what that's called is like the cascade of interventions, that
what it's called, where like, "Hey, first, let's try up here. Does that work? Did it work? Did you get
the result you wanted? Yes, no? Okay, if it didn't, then let's go another layer, let's get a little bit
more granular. Does that one work? And let's get a little more granular," right? That's why I say I
always say macro counting is a high-level nutrition strategy. It's not necessary for the majority of
the population, even though so many people, you know, that's what in our industry recommend,
"Well, macro count." That is about as granular as you can get with your nutrition to be weighing
all your food and right? And I'm like, look, if somebody is struggling, you know, with less
interventions up here, and they're not getting the result they want, they may eventually go to
macro counting, to discover what their issues are. But there are so many things you can do
before macro counting that take way less time and energy to get there to get you to the result
that you want.

ANNIE
Yeah, I am a big fan of the minimum effective dose. I don't want to have to put more effort into
getting a result than I actually have to. So if I can stay up here and get the results I want. I'm not
gonna argue.

JEN
Yeah, it's like why would you take four Advil for a headache when one will get the job done?
Right? Like that's what minimum effective dose means. So for me, I'm like, why would you
macro count? Why would you weigh and track all your food like that? Which is, I personally
found incredibly time-consuming, took a lot of mental energy when you can do less to get the
same result. Yes. That's our, that's our philosophy anyways, at Balance365. Do less.

BOTH
[Laugh]

ANNIE
I'm thinking, I think there might be some asterisk behind that needed, but in general, yes, most
women can probably worry less and get equally or better results.

JEN
How about a little Chris Farley energy in here, Annie?



ANNIE
[Yelling] LET'S GO! [Laughs]

JEN
Yeah! [Laughs]

ANNIE
Did you eat paint chips? Oh, no, that's the David Spade.

BOTH
[Laugh]

ANNIE
Oh, bless him. We could use some of this humor in today's world. Okay, last question. Now that
we've been just been chatting away about all the things, how do you tackle the obligation eating
holidays? I'm talking about Nan's trifle or Auntie Margaret's cheeseball. I don't want them when
I'm feeling comfortably satisfied. I'd rather spend my calories on food I really want. I don't want
to upset them, or be the object of everyone's focus when I decline their proud offerings.

JEN
The thought that came up for me when I read this was, you know, is this a woman who's trying
to manage everybody else's experience of her and at what detriment, right? So just think about
what this, what's happening here, like the result is you're overeating so other people can feel
comfortable. So you are taking on, I will take on the discomfort. So other people are
comfortable. But we're talking about grown women here, right? Grandma's a grown woman.
Mom's a grown woman, right? They have to manage their own discomforts, well, you're
responsible for yours, and they are responsible for theirs so I, it's so, that's just high level. I'm
not saying there's not strategies and little things we can do in here to make it more comfortable.
But just sort of, like high level, I'm like, it's just like, hey, have a look like what's happening here.

ANNIE
Yeah, and also, there's a big assumption that if I decline their food, they're gonna be upset,
they're gonna be disappointed. Everyone's gonna be looking at me. Everyone's gonna be like,
"What is she doing? Why is she not eating? What's that about?" Like, is it possible? Could you
challenge that belief? Is it possible that like, no one's even gonna care?

JEN
Yeah.

ANNIE
They're just gonna be like, "Okay."

JEN



I think this belief comes from like, I remember being a little girl. And like, I remember being told,
like, you don't want to hurt grandma's feelings, do you? You know, things like that, right? So I
understand where the belief comes from. And I understand, there's just, you know, if you were
around the 80s, and 90s, even 2000s, or before, like eating was such a big thing. And you know,
we deal with this in coaching, we have so many women with, we call it the clean your plate club
issues. They're overeating because of so many things that have been told to them as kids, there
are starving kids in Africa, how dare you not eat that? Don't waste food, don't you want to hurt
that person's feelings? And to me, sometimes it just represents how women are conditioned to
take care of others and make other people be pleasing. Their whole experience in the world is
to make other people happy to their own detriment. Right? And so, you know, that realization in
itself can be like, that's what I'm doing. And like, I don't want to do that. And that's not gonna
lead to me living a fulfilling life.

ANNIE
Yeah. And, like, flip it. If we're talking about your cheeseball. And someone at the party declined
it. Would you take it personally?

JEN
Yeah.

ANNIE
Would you be upset? Would you be offended? Like, I don't know, I wouldn't. I'd be like, "Okay,
whatever." And I also want to say like, if you discern, I don't want to be that woman. I don't want
to be a woman who disregards her own experience to manage everyone else, or keep everyone
else happy, then you can set a really loving boundary. I think so many, we've talked about
boundaries before so many times. If you are new to boundary setting, you might have this belief
that boundaries have to be hard and like -

JEN
Mean.

ANNIE
Mean, and you could -

JEN
Getting confrontational.

ANNIE
Yeah, you could say, "Auntie Margaret. Oh, my gosh, that cheeseball looks amazing. You must
have spent a lot of time on that. I am full right now. I would love to take a bite of it when I'm
hungry. I would love it. Could you send me home with some?"

JEN
Yeah.



ANNIE
You know, like, "I'm not interested in that right now. Because I'm full. Thank you so much. I'd
love to try it another time."

JEN
Yeah.

ANNIE
It doesn't have to be like, "I don't want your cheeseball. I'm full. Get out of my face." It could be
done with love and compassion and appreciation.

JEN
Yes.

ANNIE
Yeah. Okay. Anything else to add?

JEN
I don't think so. That was great.

ANNIE
Alright. Well, get on our waitlist. We'd love to coach you on the inside. Coming up next month.
We'll see you next week my friends. Thank you.

JEN
Thanks, everyone.

ANNIE (OUTRO)
Hey, everyone, if your mind has been blown while listening to this podcast, just wait until you
work with us. Let us help you level up your health and wellness habits and your life inside
Balance365 coaching. Head on over to balance365.co to join coaching.


